Syllabus for Entrance Examination of Masters in Library and Information Science (MLIS)

As the subject of Library and Information Science is not being taught at Undergraduate Level, hence a different pattern of syllabi is adapted for entrance test examination for MLIS course. The entrance test paper comprises of sixty objective type questions (multiple choice) examining therein understanding of basic knowledge of different subjects, English language comprehension, basic knowledge of computer, communication skills, current affairs and reasoning, Knowledge about world famous libraries, and Knowledge about famous books

The distribution of question papers will be as under:

a). Basic understanding of different subjects : 30 questions
b). English Language comprehension 05 questions
c). Reasoning 05 questions
d). Basic computer and communication skills 05 questions
e). Current affairs 05 questions
f). Knowledge about world famous libraries 05 questions
g). Knowledge about famous books 05 questions
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